The Sunshine Laws, Freedom of
Information and compliance
Use Egress to minimize response time to information requests and avoid
a costly violation.
The Sunshine Laws in Florida, Ohio and Vermont are
examples of Freedom of Information Acts, intended to
create greater transparency in government by affording
their citizens the right to access official documents,
meeting records, and communications (including
electronic). All public records produced therefore remain
available for scrutiny by the public.
Not only does the resulting flood of information requests
cripple productivity as already limited civic resources
stretch beyond their threshold, but any failure to provide
records also provokes the cost of fines and litigation, not to
mention huge embarrassment for agencies and individuals.

Eliminate the risk of non-compliance

Avoid unnecessary litigation costs

Stay on the right side of government legislation

Protect limited budgets by avoiding legal battles

Boost workflow productivity

Uphold your reputation

Minimize time spent on responding to
information requests

Keep voters onside by demonstrating
transparency, reliability, and trust

Eliminating time spent on information requests
Local governments receive thousands of requests from citizens every year to access public
email records, piling pressure on their limited resources to provide timely responses that often
each contain dozens of pages of data, all while the threat of an unwanted and costly lawsuit
looms. Egress Investigate offers rapid and powerful search functionality so that administrators
can search across millions of both plain-text and Egress-encrypted email records in seconds.
Administrators can then quickly and easily export reports directly to PDF to then share with
citizens, keeping constituents happy and attorneys at bay.
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Automated redaction to fast-track the process
While manually searching through years of email records is inefficient
enough, taking steps to redact non-pertinent sensitive data not only adds
significant time to the process but also heightens the risk of a security
breach by mistakenly exposing non-relevant personally identifiable
information in a response. Egress Investigate automates the redaction
process, enabling administrators to rapidly search, find, and conceal
specific phrases in minutes. They can then download all records to their
device for quick and efficient reporting that saves countless employee
hours and keeps sensitive data safe.

“The best thing I like about Egress is the
simplicity and the ease of access for users.”
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Rapid and comprehensive
search
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Plain-text and Egressencrypted coverage
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Automated redaction
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Exportable analytics
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Full audit trail
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Visit www.egress.com for
more features.

A wider intelligent email
security platform
Egress Investigate is part of our
Intelligent Email Security platform
that stops email data breaches,
secures sensitive email content, and
measures the risk of a security breach.
In addition to Egress Investigate,
Egress Prevent stops employees
sending emails to the wrong recipient
or with the wrong content by using
contextual machine learning that
deeply understands user email
patterns and spots abnormal
behaviour. Egress Protect then allows
users to easily apply the appropriate
level of encryption to emails and
attachments in order to keep sensitive
data safe in transit and at rest.

For more information please contact your account manager or
call 1-800-732-0746
About Egress
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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